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"Flowers that Mock the Corse Beneath": Shelley's
Adonais,Keats, and Poetic Influence
ANDREW EPSTEIN

I

T

the center of Adonais, Shelley's tormented elegy for Keats, lies

a paradoxical self-portrait that suggests the elegist's attitude
towards his subject is much more conflicted and contradictory than many readers have recognized. When asked the question
"who art thou?" Shelley's double does not answer, and then
with a suddenhand
Made barehis brandedand ensanguinedbrow,
Which was like Cain'sor Christ's-Oh! that it shouldbe so!'
While Shelley's contemporaries greeted this self-revelation with outrage, seeing it as blasphemous and in the poorest taste, Shelley himself defended his strange yoking of evil and good: "the introduction
of the name of Christas antithesis to Cain is surely any thing but irreverence or sarcasm."2Though the poet clearly thought the opposition
pivotal to the meaning of his poem, critics have never adequately
explained the reference.3 The irreconcilable contradiction, however,
I. Adonais,lines 305-306. All quotationsof Adonaisarefrom Shelley'sPoetryandProse,ed. Donald H.
Reiman and Sharon B. Powers (New York: Norton, 1977), PP. 390-4o6.
2. With this remark,Shelleyrespondedto John Taaffe'scriticismof this "obnoxiousexpression"by
refuisingto change it, telling him "I think when you read the passageagain,you will acquit it of any
such tendency."In TheLettersofPercyByssheShelley,ed. FrederickL.Jones, 2 vols. (Oxford:Clarendon
Press,1964), II, 306; hereaftercited as Letters.One contemporaryreviewercalledit "a passageof memorableand ferociousblasphemy,""daringprofanation,"and added"We are scarcelysatisfiedthat even
to quote such passagesmay not be criminal.The subjectis too repulsivefor us to proceed even expressing our disgust"(in Shelley:TheCritical
Heritage,ed.JamesE. Barcus[London:Routledge& KeganPaul,
1975], p. 299; and cf. p. 306).
3. For discussionsof the Cain image thatfail to take into accountthe fratricidalimplicationsI will be
stressing,see, for example,HaroldBloom, The Visionary
Company:A Readingof EnglishRomantic
Poetry
(GardenCity, N.Y.: Doubleday,1961),p. 345;RichardCronin, Shelley'sPoeticThoughts
(London:Mac-
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is crucial to a poem framed upon paradox: in fact, it is emblematic of
the ambivalence that tears at the very fabric of the poem. As such, it
reveals Shelley's double conception of his role: in composing this
memorial for the fallen Keats, he sees himself, simultaneously, as a
Christ-like redeemer and his brother'sjealous murderer, a preserver
and a destroyer. Critics have read the poem, despite its unsettling
"want of repose,"4as a glorious tribute that "celebrates the imaginative power" of Keats, a successful "work of mourning" by "a true
mourner" that "is a triumph of his mourning imagination," "a poem
of exhilarating, mature joy," a poem that builds to "visionary consolation" for deep sorrow, or reenacts the reunion of Shelley's "soul
with the One"; they have seen it as either a poem that portrays
Shelley's "permanent achievement of a personal transcendence"
among "a pantheon of apotheosized poets," or one that blazes with
"a triumph of human despair" as its author commits "psychic suicide."5But such critics have yet to explore or explain fully the poem's
carefully constructed irresolution,a perpetual undecidability that
deliberately resists such readings. This is because the many excellent
and careful analyses of the poem have overlooked both Shelley's fierce
ambivalence towards his "brother" Keats and the dimensions of his
struggle with the conflict of poetic influence and originality.6
millan, 1981),p. 192; Stephen C. Behrendt, ShelleyandHis Audiences(Lincoln:Universityof Nebraska
Press, 1989), p. 252; one essaythat does take into account a wide range of associationsimplicit in the
Cain referenceis ParksC. Hunter,Jr.'s"The EquivocalCain Imagesin Shelley'sAdonais,"Keats-Shelley
MemorialBulletin, 24 (1973), 12-15, but Hunter also overlooks the possibility that Cain implies Shelley's
jealousy towards Keats and his guilt for being, in some way, Keats's destroyer as well as his redeemer.
4. Shelley's contemporary, Joseph Severn, complained about "the want of repose" in the elegy for his
dear friend Keats: "you are continually longing to know what he will be at" (quoted in Letters,II, 366).

5. These quotationsare taken, respectively,from Donald H. Reiman, PercyByssheShelley(Boston:
Twayne Publishers, 1990), p. 118; Peter Sacks, "Last Clouds: A Reading of Adonais,"Studiesin
Romanticism, 23 (Fall 1984), 380, 387, 400; Stuart Curran, "Adonais in context," in Shelley Revalued:
Essaysfrom the Gregynog Conference(Leicester: Leicester University Press, 1983), 180; Ronald E. Becht,
"Shelley's Adonais: Formal Design and The Lyric Speaker's Crisis of Imagination," Studies in Philology,

78 (Spring I981), 194; Earl R. Wasserman,Shelley:A CriticalReading(Baltimore:Johns Hopkins
University Press, 1971), p. 484; Harold Bloom, VisionaryCompany,p. 349; and Ross Woodman, The
Apocalyptic Vision in the Poetry of Shelley (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1964), p. 158.

6. Some of the excellent studiesof Adonaisthat I have found usefulinclude:Wasserman'sinfluential
chapter,pp. 462-502; Woodman's chapterin The ApocalypticVision,reprintedin Shelley'sPoetryand
Prose,pp. 659-75; Angela Leighton, "Deconstruction Criticism and Shelley's Adonais,"in Shelley
Revalued, ed. Everest, I147-64; Lloyd Abbey, Destroyer and Preserver:Shelley's Poetic Skepticism (Lincoln:
University of Nebraska Press, 1979); Jerrold Hogle, Shelley's Process: Radical Transferenceand the

Development
of His MajorWorks(New York: Oxford UniversityPress, 1988), pp. 294-318; Stephen C.
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While the notion that an uneasy bond existed between the two
poets has long been a critical commonplace, scholars have assumed
that the source of tension in the friendship lay predominantly with
Keats's class-based insecurities and resentment of the aristocratic
Shelley; they have therefore shied away from Shelley's even more profound anxieties about Keats as a poetic rival and have underestimated
his preoccupation with Keats'slate poems.' This standardsense of the
relationship between the two poets has, for the most part, led many
readers to disregard the strength of the poem's contradictions, the
complexity of Shelley's response to Keats'spoems within Adonais, and
the extent of his general anxieties about poetic rivalry and influence.8
Behrendt,ShelleyandHis Audiences,
pp. 245-60; RonaldTetreault,ThePoetryof Life:ShelleyandLiterary
Form(Toronto: Universityof Toronto Press, 1987), pp. 221-34; William A. Ulmer, "Adonaisand the
Death of Poetry," Studiesin Romanticism,
32.3 (Fall1993), 425-5 I. An invaluableresourcefor any study
of the elegy is Anthony Knerr, Shelley'sAdonais:A CriticalEdition(New York: Columbia University
Press, 1984), including a concise overview of the criticalopinion, pp. 119-35. Some insightfulrecent
essayson Shelley include James A. W. Heffernan, "Shelley'sConsumption of Keats, Studiesin Romanticism,34 (Fall I984), 295-315; Christine Gallant,Shelley'sAmbivalence
(New York: St. Martin's
Press, 1989), esp. pp. I4o-53; StuartCurran,"Adonaisin context"; and SusanWolfson, "KeatsEnters
History:Autopsy,Adonais,and the Fameof Keats,"in KeatsandHistory,ed. Nicholas Roe (Cambridge:
CambridgeUniversity Press, 1995), I7-45. For an example of a recent interpretationthat typically
ignores Shelley'sambivalencetowardsKeats as a rivalpoet, see Peter Sacks'singenious but ultimately
misguidedarticle,"LastClouds:A Readingof Adonais."Sacksreadsthe poem in psychoanalyticterms
and outlines the variousstagesof grief the mourningpoet moves throughas he attemptsto accommodatethe loss of his love-object. SacksarguesthatShelleynavigatesbetween normalandpathologicalgrief
(mourningand melancholia)for his beloved Keats,but does not recognize that one of the majortensions of the poem is to what extent Shelleyis mourningfor Keatsat all.
7. The typicalunderstandingof the Keats-Shelleyrelationshipdescendsfrom LeighHunt's estimation
in his Autobiography:
"Keats,being a little too sensitiveon the score of his origin, felt inclined to see in
every man of birth a sort of naturalenemy" (quoted in Kenneth Neill Cameron, Shelley:The Golden
Years,[Cambridge:HarvardUniversityPress, 1974], p. 422). This notion thatKeatswas fearfuland resentfulof Shelley,andthatShelleywasbenevolentlyif patronizinglyinterestedin Keatsandhis work, has
been perpetuatedby many accounts.See, for example,Newman Ivey White, Shelley,2 vols. (New York:
Knopf, 1940),n, 231;DonaldH. Reiman,"KeatsandShelley:PersonalandLiteraryRelations,"in Shelley
andHis Circle(Cambridge:HarvardUniversityPress,1973),v, 399-427. An editorialnote prefacingone
ofKeats'slettersto Shelleyin the widely-usedanthologyRomantic
PoetryandProse,ed. by HaroldBloom
and Lionel Trilling (New York: Oxford University Press, 1973), revealsimportantassumptionsabout
the relationship:"Shelley,Keats'sseniorby three years,had advantagesof socialposition and education
that Keatscould not but be conscious of, and, for all his difficulties,he was better establishedas a poet
than Keats,who, in a few referencesto Shelley in his letters,shows a certaintouchinessabout him" (p.
785). An implicit classbias colorssuch an understandingof the friendshipand textualinteraction,as it is
usually assumedthat Keats had more to fear in Shelley, ignoring the obvious signs that Shelley was
equallypreoccupiedwith Keatsas a "rivalwho will far surpassme" (Letters,
n, 24o).
8. There are importantexceptions, articlesthat at least addressShelley'srelationshipto Keats. See
Curran's"Adonaisin context," Heffernan's"Adonais:Shelley'sConsumptionof Keats,"and Wolfson's
"Keats Enters History." One other exception is Gallant'sstudy of the ambivalence that underlies
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Because he is torn by such conflicting impulses, Shelley deliberately structuresAdonais upon a logic of equivocation and doubleness.
I suggest that this ambiguity, the "ore" Shelley pours into the fissures
of his poem, is a deliberate response to Keats'ssharp piece of advice
in 1820: "You I am sure will forgive me for sincerely remarking that
you might curb your magnanimity and be more of an artist, and 'load
every rift' of your subject with ore."9Keats's admonishment, while
probably bruising Shelley's pride, challenged and goaded Shelley to
write his most densely "loaded" poem, Adonais.'o In it, contradictions are introduced and left unresolved, intertextual echoes enter
only to be subverted or revised, paradoxical figurative language continually undermines apparent assertions, and images are suspended in
"or" constructions (such as in the references to Cain or Christ, "he
wakes or sleeps with the enduring dead," and so on; lines 306, 336).
While there have been many compelling studies of the problematic
nature of Shelleyean imagery, more attention must be given to
Shelley's intentional use of equivocal, undecidable rhetoric as a way
of dramatizing the tense play of conflicting motives and attitudes.1'
Shelley'smajorworks. Gallantlooks, as I do, at "the turbulenceand unease beneath the surface"of
Shelley'stexts;however, she uses depth psychologyandJungianarchetypesto help her "tracethe more
subterraneanlevels of Shelley'swork" (pp. Io-I I). Though she, unlike most critics, does note how
Shelley'sambivalence"showeditself in his buried envy, and concomitantdesireto spoil goodness,that
persistedtowardshis friendByron, and to a lesserdegree, Keats,"she readsAdonaisas a wholly laudatory tributeto Keatsthat Shelley createsout of guilt for hisformerambivalenceabout Keatsduringhis
life. It will be clearhow sharplymy readingdiffersfrom Gallant's,as it focuses on Shelley'spersistent,
deep ambivalencetowardsKeatswithinthe elegy itself.
9. Letterto Shelley, August 16, 1820, in LettersofJohnKeats,ed. Robert Gittings (Oxford:Oxford
University Press, 1970), p. 390.

Io. Shelley frequentlyreferredto his elegy on Keatsas his most self-consciously"artistic"poem:just
afterhe wrote Adonais,Shelley calledit "a highly wrought pieceof art,perhapsbetter in point of composition than any thing I have written" (Letters,II, 294). During the rest of his life (only a little more
than a year), Shelley repeatedlyreferredto Adonaisas "the leastimperfectof my compositions"and "a
favourite with me" (Letters,II, 299, 434).

II. Among the many other studies of Shelley's unstable figurativelanguage, I have particularly
benefitedfrom StephenC. Behrendt'sdiscussionof Shelley's"multistability"
in ShelleyandHis Audiences
which resembles what I am calling Shelley's equivocal structure and rhetoric in Adonais (p. 2).
Behrendt'smajorconcernis how Shelleyusesmultistabilityasa rhetoricalstrategyin orderto reachmultiples audiences.Many criticshave written diverselyand usefullyon Shelley'sambiguous,self-divided,
and rigorouslyunstablefigurativelanguage,as well as about his complex attitudestowardrhetoric.See,
for example, Richard Cronin, Shelley'sPoeticThoughts;William Keach, Shelley'sStyle (New York:
Methuen, 1984);AndreaLeighton, "DeconstructionCriticismand Shelley'sAdonais";JerroldHogle,
RonaldTetreault'sThePoetryof Life;Peter Sacks,"LastClouds";Paulde Man, "Shelley
Shelley'sProcess;
andCriticism,
ed. Bloom, et al. (New York: Continuum, 1979),pp. 39-73;
Disfigured"in Deconstruction
and Criticism,
andJ. Hillis Miller, "The Critic as Host," in Deconstruction
pp. 217-53.
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The pervasive undecidability that colors Adonais'scontent, structure,
and imagery stems as much from Shelley's relationship with Keats's
poems and his ambivalent feelings about Keats and poetic independence, as from Shelley's characteristic penchant for unstable and selfcontentious rhetorical figures.
In his letters and in his elegy for Keats, Shelley demonstrates a
keen, though often submerged, awareness that strong contemporary
poets, indeed "rival"artistsand their texts, can simultaneously inspire
a poet to further creation and exert great pressure upon his or her
independent poetic voice.12 Recent theories of influence, such as
Harold Bloom's, tend to emphasize the anxiety a strong "father"poet
engenders within the psyche of an "ephebe." Such theories-unlike
Shelley's own notions about influence-often neglect the complex
mixture of affinity and resistance that characterizes the relationship
between contemporaries or "siblings,"such as Keats and Shelley. But
Shelley is attuned to how poets both depend upon and fear their
strongest contemporaries (as well as their predecessors); thus, he selfconsciously inserts Adonaisinto a long tradition of elegies that mourn
the loss of poetic "brothers"-such as Bion's for Moschus, Spenser's
for Sidney, Milton's for Edward King-and that frequently focus on
problems of poetic fraternity,immortality, and originality. Bloom isolates the fears of creative failure that lie at the heart of this elegiac tradition, which may help explain Shelley's decision to use and reinvent
this outdated form for his poem:
in a poet'slament for his precursor,or more frequentlyfor anotherpoet
of his own generation,the poet'sown deepestanxietiestend to be uncovered. . . . The great pastoral elegies, indeed all major elegies for poets, do

not expressgrief but center upon their composer'screativeanxieties.13
Adonais, as we will see, is driven by Shelley's "deepest anxieties"; it
does not so much express grief for Keats'sdeath as dramatize the cre12. In one letter, discussedbelow, Shelley refersto Keatsas "a rivalwho will farsurpassme" (Letters,
II, 240). It shouldbe noted that Shelley'snotions about poetic rivalryareplayed out with similarintensity andinsecurityin his relationswith LordByron, amongother contemporaries.However, Shelleyand
Keatswere both criticallyattackedand virtuallyunread,in comparisonto the renowned Byron, so the
affinitiesbetween them are more pronouncedand more problematic.
A Theoryof Poetry(New York: Oxford UniversityPress,
13. HaroldBloom, TheAnxietyof Influence:
1973), PP. 15iso-5I.Though Bloom does see the "creativeanxieties"at the heart of pastoralelegy, his
focus is still more trainedon the elegist'sfeeling of inescapablebelatednessin relationto his strongprecursors.For Bloom, the peer figuresmore as a stand-infor the "real"competitor.
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ative crisis caused by the simultaneous distress and exhilaration
Shelley feels as he attempts to commemorate a rival poet and to question his own poetic power. Although Bloom is correct about the
unrest and self-doubt at the heart of the pastoral elegiac tradition, he
reductively sees Adonaisin particularas assuaging its "composer's creative anxieties" by ultimately "offer[ing] oblivion" (a conclusion my
reading of the poem's irresolvable contradictions will not support).
Like so many other critics, Bloom also underestimates Shelley's
uneasiness about Keats by calling him "by far the most generous
strong poet of the post-Enlightenment" in "his attitude towards precursors and contemporaries" (I 51-52). What Bloom and his particular theory of influence (through his preoccupation with vertical,
rather than lateral, poetic influences) fail to realize is the strength of
the simultaneous attraction and repulsion the figure, and figures, of
Keats holds for his poetic "brother" Shelley.14As we will see, Adonais
is an extremely self-conscious work that recognizes-with profound
ambivalence-its debt to poetic predecessors and to Keats'spoetry in
particular,and is therefore obsessed with the paradoxical fact that the
creative act demands appropriation and originality at the same time.
In his letters and in Adonais, Shelley relies on key tropes that figure
eating and being eaten, growth springing from decay, and parasitic
feeding and destruction, in order to explore these dynamics of intertextuality, the relationship between new texts and the old, living
poets and the dead.1sAs J. Hillis Miller has demonstrated, the fact that
14. Bloom's comments on Shelley and Adonais, (in passing in Anxiety of Influenceand more fully in
The VisionaryCompany and A Map ofMisreading)mistakenly cast Adonais as a poem that is "beyond ambition" (Anxiety of lnfluence, p. 15I); convinced that nothing problematic colors the Shelley-Keats relationship beyond Keats's insecurities, Bloom never recognizes Shelley's deep unease about Keats as a
rival, and never attends to the complicated intertextual relationship-replete with swervings, misprithe poems of Shelley and Keats. Bloom focuses predominantly on
sions, and tropings-between
Shelley's anxious revision of Wordsworth and Milton; this attention to precursors in prior generations
overlooks the more subtle interactions between contemporaries (see "In the Shadow of Milton," in A
Map ofMisreading [New York: Oxford University Press, 1975], PP. I44-59). In such tense "sibling" relationships, poets are more likely to see themselves as allies and literary comrades, to be quietly jealous as
well as directly competitive and adversarial, to be critical of one another, to echo one another only to
twist or trope the friend's words as a way of maintaining one's individuality.
15. A remarkably pertinent discussion of the ambiguity inherent in such rhetorical figures, inJ. Hillis
Miller's "The Critic as Host," sheds light on the type of dynamic relationship between living and dead
poets I am suggesting is central to Adonais. Surprisingly, Miller does not apply his analysis of this figure
to Adonais, but focuses mainly on The Triumphof Life and Epipsychidion.As a result, he misses the example of a poem obsessively concerned with the uncertain relationship between feeding on and being nourished by other poets and poems.
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all texts (especially self-consciously allusive poems like Shelley's) cite,
quote, echo and allude to other texts within their own structure raises
certain paradoxes. As Miller argues, and as evidenced by the tensions
within Adonais, it is never fully clear whether a text successfully
encloses, confines and feeds on the texts it echoes, or if it is ultimately
commanded, poisoned, or undone by the poems it alludes to; in fact,
both situations perpetually co-exist. Much of the unrest in Adonais is
due to Shelley's sensitivity to this perpetually ambiguous relationship
between the echoed and the echoer. Poems like Shelley's are "inhabited .

. .

by a long chain of parasitical presences-echoes,

allusions,

guests, ghosts of previous texts"; thus, Adonaisis a perfect example of
a text that features a dramatic and contentious dialogue between self
and other, new poem and old:
the previoustext is both the ground of the new one and somethingthe
new one must annihilateby incorporatingit, turning it into ghostly
so that the new poem may performits possible-impossiinsubstantiality,
ble taskof becoming its own ground.The new poem both needs the old
texts andmustdestroythem. It is both parasiticalon them, feedingungraciously on their substance,and at the same time it is the sinisterhost
which unmansthem by invitingthem into its home .... (Miller, p. 225)
Attention to the paradoxical interplay between 'that which feeds

upon' and 'thatwhich invitesanotherin to be sustained'will help explain why and how Shelley invites Keats into his "home" as a guest,
both literally (when he invites the ailing Keats to Pisa to be cared for
and "nourished") and figuratively, when he summons Keats and his
poems into the "domicile" or "abode" of his elegy (Letters,II, 24o).
Once inside the host's home, Keats becomes both food and poison to
the poet. Shelley "unmans" Keats by troping his rival's words and
ideas, and by transforming his threatening guest into myth and image:
into "Adonais" (a frail, auspicious "nursling" killed by a critic), a
"pale flower," a "leprous corpse," "one with Nature," and finally into
something "like a star" (lines 47, 48, 172, 370, 494). At the same time,

he fears the presence of Keats and his texts within his poem may
command and overpower his own originality. Shelley, as host and
parasite, both feeds and chokes upon his rival's genius, while trans-
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Shelley's
forminghis fellow poet'sidentityand potent texts into "ghostly
insubstantiality."
of one of thepoem's
Thisdoubleness
helpsexplainthe significance
motifs.
In
order
to
a
of simultaneous
governing
convey relationship
affinityand antagonism,growth and murder,Shelley repeatedly
figuresflowersemergingfromsoil thatis nourishedby a grave.This
it is a
imagebecomesa kindof symbolfor the elegyitself.Typically,
it suggeststhatan elegy
metaphorthatpullsin atleasttwo directions:
is likea flowerthat"deck[s]the deadSeason's
bier"asa memorial,at
thatsametimethatit, likea plant,feedson the deadin orderto live,
evenmockingthe inertcorpseit benefitsfromwith its own vitality
or purene(lines158, I7). Ratherthanexpressing
pureaffirmation
destruction,ecstasyor despair,idegation,adornmentor parasitical
alismor skepticism,Shelley'selegyis a dramaof impasse.The poet's
darkestmoments,in
by one of Adonais's
plightis chillinglyillustrated
lines that could standas a motto for the anguishof poetic rivalry:
"whatstillis dear/ Attractsto crush,repelsto makethee wither"
(lines 474-75).
II

A fascinating
mixtureof competition,admiration
andenvycolorsthe
between
the
two
and
relationship
young poets
helps explainthe
andrepulsionunderlying
Adonais.
Inhisletters,
dynamicof attraction
Shelley alternately criticizes, admires, distorts and fears Keats's personality and poetry. His correspondence features contradictory and
inconsistent rhetoric not unlike that ofAdonais itself. On the surface,
Shelley's comments about Keats frequently reveal his disdain for the
"narrow principles of taste" that he feels mar much of Keats'swork,
his admiration for what he sees as a notable poetic talent that has not
yet been brought to fruition, and a deliberate portrayal of Keats as
fragile and too easily disheartened by the same kind of harsh reviews
Shelley himself had endured ("Preface,"p. 30). Several critics, such as
James A. W. Heffernan and Susan Wolfson, have persuasively demonstrated that Shelley deliberately invented the story that Keats's death
was a result of his oversensitive reaction to an excessively hostile

in the Quarterly
reviewof Endymion
Review.
Thisfictionis integralto
Adonais,and, thanksin partto Shelley,becamea widely accepted
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explanation of Keats'sdemise.16Critics have attributed Shelley's exaggerated portrayal of Keats as weak and effeminate to a self-serving
strategy, meant to bolster his own strength in comparison to Keats's
weakness by stressing his own ability to withstand criticism. By portraying Keats as weak and vulnerable in his correspondence and in his
elegy, Heffernan argues, Shelley was able to prove his own poetic
power and to display his own ability to endure criticism. I believe this
is only a rather small part of the story. As useful as these studies are in
suggesting how Shelley transforms or (to use Heffernan's term) con-

sumesKeats,they do not illuminatefully enough whyhe would do so,
nor do they adequately explain the complicated and strained relationship between the poets, Shelley's subtle readings and disfigurations of Keats's work in Adonais, nor the structure of equivocation
that characterizes his elegy.
Shelley and Keats first met in December 1816, while Shelley was
visiting Leigh Hunt, the mutual friend and link between the two
poets. (It was Hunt who first joined the names Keats and Shelley in
a piece on three "Young Poets," December I, 1816.) Drawing on the
records denoting when Keats and Hunt saw each other during that
winter, and on Hunt's comment that "Keats did not take to Shelley
as kindly as Shelley did to him," Donald H. Reiman points out that
"Keats did not particularly enjoy Shelley's company and may have
sought out Hunt when Shelley was not with him" ("Keats and
Shelley,"405). Reiman notes "a spirit of rivalry"in Keats'searly comments about Shelley, his fellow "Young Poet," and claims that "however much Keats hoped to surpass Shelley, he did not dismiss him
lightly." Such competitive jockeying led to "an understanding between Keats and Shelley that each would write a long poem within
six month's time," a mutually inspiring (and presumably competitive)
situation that resulted in the creation of Keats'sEndymionand Shelley's
Revoltof Islam (405). Obviously the presence of a rival whose genius
one admires can spur a poet's creativity as well as oppress it.
S16.On Shelley'sinvention and transmissionof the story of Keats'sdeath, see Cameron,pp. 426-27;
Wolfson, passim;Heffernan,esp. 295-96; and P.M.S. Dawson, "Byron,Shelley, and the 'New School,'
in Shelley Revalued,"Shelley gave this myth currency in the Preface to Adonais, and it is undoubtedlyfrom Shelley that Byron adoptedit" (92). It was immortalized,unfortunatelyfor Keats,by
Byron's widely-readsatiricallines in DonJuan, Canto xI ("JohnKeats,who was killed off by one critique...").
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In his extremely useful and influential chronicle of the KeatsShelley relationship, Reiman overlooks the more complex sources of
this "spirit ofrivalry" and downplays its effects on either poet's work
or vision. For example, he does not recognize that Keats'saversion to
Shelley may have stemmed less from personal dislike (or class anxiety)
than from either his own fears about Shelley's creative strength or
from his wariness of Shelley's nearly predatory interest in his own
work. Such omissions could be the result of Reiman's problematic
decision that
we need not struggleto ascertainhow much ShelleyinfluencedKeatsor
to what extent they shareda common poetic diction and were awareof
the same heritage;the most importantquestionis whether each had an
independentpoetic vision that displayeditself through a fundamentally
personalstyle, and of this there can be no doubt. (407)
To dismiss the question of how much one great poet influenced the
other by assuming rather facilely that each exhibits a "fundamentally
personal style," a style that is free from turmoil and dialogue with the
other's, is, to my mind, to underestimate a great deal: the complexity
of the Keats-Shelley relationship, the dynamics of either poet's stylistic development, and the importance of Keats and his work to
Adonais. In fact, little is moreimportant in the Keats-Shelley relationship than to what extent each poet truly felt he had developed an
"independent poetic vision that displayed itself through a fundamental personal style" and whether this very issue plagued, perplexed, or goaded either poet in his life or work. The evidence shows
that it did.17
In fact, the poets were intensely curious about each other andwary
of falling under the other's influence, Keats being equally sensitive
about the issue of poetic independence as Shelley. In May 1817, Keats
17. While Reiman dismissesthe complexity of intertextualrelationsbetween the two poets, it is
notable that he countersthe pervasivecriticaltrend to see Adonaisas essentiallya poem about Shelley
that only uses Keats and his death as an impetus: "It is at least an oversimplificationto imply that
Shelley'sAdonaisconcernsShelley himselfratherthan Keats.Thatjudgment hasbeen basedon the supposition that Shelley'sinterestin Keatsas a man and a poet was slightor ephemeral,but the evidence in
Shelley's letters does not warrantsuch a conclusion. Keats receives, indeed, more attention from
Shelley than any other acquaintanceleft behind in Englandexcept those with whom he was in regular
correspondence..." ("Keatsand Shelley,"417).
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asks Hunt "does Shelley go on telling strange Stories of the Death of
kings? Tell him there are stran<ge> Stories of the death of Poetssome have died before they were conceived" (LettersofJohn Keats,
p. I I). Besides being eerily prophetic ofAdonais, the letter also reveals

Keats'sinterestin what Shelleyis writingabout,and evenjauntily
offersadviceon subjectmatter.But, asis typicalof Keats,the commentis alsoself-deprecating,
hintingathisfearthathe may"ceaseto
be / Before my pen has gleam'dmy teemingbrain"and urging
Keats'swarinessof
Shelleyto be the narratorof his earlydemise.18
Shelley's influence is clear in another letter, from October 1817, in
which Keats urges Benjamin Bailey to see "how independant my
writing has been," and goes on to explain that "I refused to visit
Shelley, that I might have my own unfettered scope."19We can only
surmise if Shelley knew that Keats intentionally avoided him in order
to maintain his own creative independence. But the record suggests
that he was indeed bothered by his rival'sdeflection of his interest. In
early 1818, while writing Endymion,Keats remarked that
the fact is [Hunt] & Shelley are hurt & perhapsjustly, at my not having
showed them the affairofficiously& from severalhints I have had they
appearmuch disposedto dissect& anatomize,any trip or slip I may have
made. (Letterof]ohnKeats,p. 56)
Apparently Shelley was so avid about seeing Endymionthat he became
quite bitter when the desire to read, comment on, and critique his
"friend's" work was frustrated by Keats's reluctance to have his
"scope" fettered. Shelley does seem to have been interested in monitoring or constrainingwhat his friendwrote in 1817: in his 1820 letter, Keats recalls Shelley "advising me not to publish my first-blights,
on Hampstead heath" and then offers him the same advice (Lettersof
John Keats, p. 390).

The "spirit of rivalry" that characterized this relationship clearly
stimulated the poets' writing and stirred their apprehensions about
18. Since this letter was sent to Hunt while he was with staying with Shelley at Marlow (see note,
Lettersof]ohn Keats, p. ), it is likely that Hunt showed Keats's comment to Shelley. The lines quoted
in John Keats, Complete Poems, ed. Jack Stillinger
are from Keats's sonnet, "When I have fears ...,"
(Cambridge: Belknap Press, I982), p. 166.
19. LettersofJohn Keats, p. 27. This remark is often taken as a sign that Keats alone, and not Shelley,
was anxious about poetic independence; see for example Cameron, p. 424; White, p. 231.
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each other's genius; it even resulted in a famous spontaneous writing
competition. On 14 February 1818, Keats wrote to his brothers that
"the Wednesday before last Shelley, Hunt & I wrote each a Sonnet on
the River Nile, some day you shall read them all" (Lettersof]ohn Keats,
p. 63). According to the rules, the sonnets were to be written in
fifteen minutes (but while Keats and Shelley finished in time, Hunt
stayed up half the night working on his).20It is hard to imagine that
such face-to-face contests between these lauded "Young Poets"
could have been free from jealousy and tension.
Just at this point of competitive give-and-take, Shelley and Keats
met for the last time in February 1818, after which Shelley left
England, never to return. Reiman claims that Keats had little interest
in Shelley or his work once he departed and that "we may assume
that Keats went about the business of searching for his identity as a
man and as a poet free of any attraction or antagonism toward"
Shelley ("Keats and Shelley," 411). Whether Keats was so happily
unconcerned with Shelley's influence is debatable, but even Reiman
agrees that Shelley "for his part, maintained a somewhat patronizing
interest in Keats's poetic development" (41 I). I would add that, for
Shelley at least, the business of "searching for his identity" as a poet
was never "free of.

. .

attraction and antagonism toward" Keats. The

very process of developing that identity is intertwined with his preoccupation with Keats, and attraction and antagonism are precisely
the conflicting motives that underlie Adonais. In August 1818, Shelley
asked his publisher about Keats'sEndymion,expressing his great desire
to see what fruit their mutual contest had produced for his friend;
when he finally did read the poem in 1819, Shelley was (at least publicly) disappointed by its quality, but not without registering a telling
sense of relief. If only Keats had printed mere fragments of the overly
long work, Shelley writes Charles Ollier, "I should have been led to
admireKeats as a poet morethanI ought,of which there is now no danger" (Letters,II, 411; my emphasis). While there is a touch of condescension here, which may be due (as P.M.S. Dawson argues) to
Shelley's disdain for Keats'sproximity to Hunt and his "new school,"
and thus his being "entangled in the cold vanity of systems," the let20. See notes to John Keats, Complete Poems, pp. 438-39. All three poems were later published, but
only Hunt's appeared during his lifetime.
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ter more notably reveals Shelley's wariness of the dangerinherent in

admiringa fellowpoet'sworktoo much,of losinghisown distinctive
qualitiesunder the influence ofKeats's.21

The famouslettersthetwopoetsexchangeddirectlyaremarkedby
veiled compliments,pointed advice and mixed messages.22
After
learning of Keats'sillness, Shelley wrote to Keatsin July 1820, and
graciously invited him to Italy to recuperate. He compliments Keats's
Endymionbut adds backhandedly that it has "treasurespoured forth

with indistinctprofusion"
which "peoplein generalwill not endure
& thatis the causeof the comparatively
few copieswhichhavebeen
sold" (Letters,II, 221 ). Shelley impliesthatKeats shouldpractice more

restraintanddisciplinein his art.Shelleyagaincriticizeshis friend's
tendencytowards"system,"by which he seems to mean Keats's
inability to remain as independent from fashionableconventions
(establishedby Wordsworthand Southey,and imitatedby Hunt) as
he: he adds"in poetry I havesought to avoidsystem& mannerism;I

wish thosewho excel me in genius,wouldpursuethe sameplan"
(Letters,II, 221). In addition to being a jab at Keats's role as Hunt's
prot~gi, the remark also amounts to a statement of Shelley's own
poetic independence: Shelley immodestly stresses his freedom from
any system or school at the same time he overpraisesKeats'sgenius as
greater than his own. Perhapsthe strength of this claim masks his insecurity about clearly distinguishing himself from Keats, and from other
writers, systems, and mannerisms.23 He also reverses the flow of
21. P.M.S. Dawson, in "Byron, Shelley, and the 'New School,'" contends that Shelley and Byron
dislikedKeats'swork more becauseof his associationwith Leigh Hunt, and his role in Hunt's self-proclaimed (Wordsworthian)"new school" than because of any close readingand understandingof their
fellow poet's work. This unwarrantedprejudiceagainstKeatsled Shelleyto claimrepeatedlythathe was
repulsedby Keats's"narrowprinciplesof taste"(Preface,390) and to disregardmuch of Keats'spoetry
without real reason.Dawson concludes that "this easy misrepresentationof Keats made it possible to
deflect the challengethat his poetryposed;in the context of the 'new school' he could become convenientlyinvisible"(Io3, Io6). While I agreeShelleymisrepresentsKeatsandattemptsto renderhim invisible in some ways, the other side of that disdain,a side which Dawson glossesover, is Shelley'sfearof
the threatposed by Keats:the anxietiesthat led Shelley to "deflectthe challenge"ofKeats's poetry in
the firstplace. Also, Dawson seemsto underestimatehow closely ShelleyactuallyreadKeats'spoetry, as
evidenced by his responsesto it in Adonais(on this response,see Curran,pp. I7o-IS80).
22. On this exchange, see Reiman, "Keatsand Shelley," 413; Cameron, p. 425; Fred W. Milne,
"Shelley on Keats: A Notebook Dialogue," English LanguageNotes, I3.4 (June 1976), 278-84.

23. As partof his effort to differentiatehimselffrom his threateningfellow poet, Shelley repeatedly
tells his correspondentshow unlike each other they are,perhapsprotestingtoo much in the process:for
example, he tells William Gifford,while defendingKeats from negative reviews, that he writes as an
impartialjudge since "the canonsof tasteto which Keatshas conformedhis other compositions[other
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influence, and suggests that Keats should follow his lead; he implies
that Keats should be more Shelleyean, while avoiding the converse,
thus rhetorically eliminating the possibility that Shelley would pursue whatever "plan" the greater "genius" Keats is practicing.24
Keats, responding to this letter with irritation and what Fred W.
Milne calls "an interesting tit for tat," tells Shelley himself to "be
more of an artist,"a comment I would suggest may have led to the
particularly ore-laden rifts of Adonais.25He continues with a halfcompliment, half-riposte about Shelley's lack of artistry and mercurial nature: "The thought of such discipline must fall like cold chains
upon you, who perhaps never sat with your wings furl'd for six
Months together." Keats then adds, self-deprecatingly, "and is not this
extraordina[r]ytalk for the writer of Endymion? whose mind was like
a pack of scattered cards-" (Lettersof]John Keats, p. 390). In such
exchanges, the two writers clearly express great interest in one another's work, as well as a mingling of modesty with fierce pride, as they
criticize, advise, goad, and generally attempt to deflect or meet the
challenge the other poses.
In the months before and after he learned (in mid-April 1821) that
Keats had died, Shelley's letters reveal his inner struggles as he
attempted to work through his ambivalence towards Keats. In various
letters, we find Shelley suffering from deep despair, dwelling on his
inability to write, criticizing or praising Keats, or pondering the
dynamics of literary influence. For example, Shelley's letter to Byron
on 4 May 1821, contains traces of the complicated network of ideas
and insecurities that would contribute to Adonais (Letters, II,
In the course of one paragraph, Shelley moves quickly
289-91).26
than Hyperion] are the very reverse of my own" (Letters,II, 253). See also his letter to Joseph Severn, in

which he saysof himself that "however he may differfrom Keatsin more importantqualities,at least
resembleshim in that accidentalone, a want of popularity"(Letters,
II, 366).
24. On the barely submergedhostility in this letter, see Fred W. Milne, "Shelley on Keats,"who
remarksthat "the thinly veiled chargethatKeats,unlike Shelley,was guilty of 'system& mannerism'in
poetry so neatlybalance[s]any words of praisethat the latterare effectivelycanceledout" and thus, the
letter "obviouslyirritatedKeats, whose relationshipwith Shelley had alwaysbeen guardedlyuneasy"
(28o-8

25. Milne, 28I; LettersofJohn Keats, p. 390o.
26. It is unclear when Shelley actually began composing Adonais, because of several contradictory letters. See Kenneth Neill Cameron, p. 643 n.2o, for a thorough discussion. Cameron concludes, and in
this he is followed by Knerr, that Shelley began the elegy in April and concluded forty-three stanzas by
8 June, completing the poem by 7 July (Knerr argues that the elegy was finished by 16 June, except for
minor

changes

[pp. 11-12]).
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from one preoccupation and insecurity to another. In telling Byron
about Keats's death, Shelley first critiques Keats for having written
"some good verses in bad taste," and then swiftly transforms Keats

into a weakflowernippedin the bud:"someplants,which require
delicacyin rearing,mightbringforthbeautifulflowersif everthey
should arrive at maturity."Clearly, Shelley has alreadybegun to translate Keats into the realm of metaphor, in general, and into a delicate
flower, in particular, a process soon to reach fruition in Adonais. He
discusses his belief that Keats's death was caused by the harsh review
which led to a "rapidconsumption," then goes on to admire and envy
the "eagle"-like strength his far more famous friend Byron exhibits
in being so impervious to criticism that he could even attack his
attackers (a reference to EnglishBardsand ScotchReviewers).Shelley, in
the midst of the creative crisis that underlies Adonais, then laments his
own inability to "write anything worth calling a poem" while exaggerating his "morbid" indifference to "praise or blame" (Letters,II,
289). In an interesting shift, he counters Byron's earlier attack on
Keats for disliking the school of Pope, only to launch into a somewhat strained declaration of his poetic independence:
I certainlydo not think Pope, or anywriter, a fit model for any succeeding writer;ifhe, or they shouldbe determinedto be so, it would all come
to a questionas to underwhatformsmediocrityshouldperpetuallyreproduce itself;for true genius vindicatesitself an exemptionfrom all regard
to whatever has gone before-and in this question I feel no interest.
(Letters,II, 290)

It is clear from this passage that in this period following Keats'sdeath

andjust ashe beginsto composethe elegy,Shelleyis concerned(in
spiteof his denialof anyinterest)with questionsof poeticinfluence,
to critique,"truegenius,"artisticmediocrityand
poets'susceptibility
imitation.When Shelleyponderswhetheranypoet shouldbe "afit
model"fora "succeeding
atworkin his
writer,"thereis a doubleness
rhetoric,arisingspecificallyin the notion of "succeeding."
Perhaps
is
not
clear
unintentionally,Shelley'sterms slip and overlap;it
whether he means that a successfulwriter or a subsequentwriter should

avoid taking earlierartistsas models. This is because Shelley knows
thatsince everypoet inevitablyfollowsotherwriters,he or she there-
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fore lives and works in a condition of Bloomian "belatedness."
Instead of "cowering under the Wings of great Poets," a fate Keats
feared as much as Shelley, poets must overcome their precursors in
order to create new, original art.27 But the question of how or
whether one can achieve such artistic success by eschewing "all
regard for what has come before" is precisely the onus Shelley struggles with in Adonais. Since Shelley knows that to "succeed" other
great writers is automatically to have grave problems "succeeding,"
doubt lingers beneath his confident assertion about "true genius" in
this passage. Since Shelley's thoughts seem focused on both success
and belatedness, the dual meanings invade his discourse at once.
Indeed, Shelley was deeply aware of how poets inevitably build
new works out of the bits and pieces of other texts, on top of the
ruins of other art. In A Defenceof Poetry(written only three months
before Adonais) Shelley refers to "that great poem, which all poets,
like the co-operating thoughts of one great mind, have built up since
the beginning of time" (Shelley'sPoetryand Prose,p. 493). The idea of
an eternal poem and sphere of poets sketched out in the Defencewill
become the crux of Adonais. In the process of adding to this great
temple of poetry, Shelley argues, individual poets become "trumpets
which sing to battle, and feel not what they inspire: the influence

which is moved not, but moves" (p. 5o8). Poetic influence as a force

is impersonal,
eternal,andunableto be changed;poets,on the other
hand, are inspired, moved, and changed by that influence. This
figurative situation directly mirrors the end ofAdonais, where Keats,
now an unchanging, impersonal poetic influence (or "breath"),
descends upon and moves Shelley, the poet, almost against his will (as
he is "bornedarkly,fearfully,
afar"[line4921).

couldseethisdynamicatworkin hisownverse,
Shelleyapparently
butseemsto be lessawareof (orlesswillingto divulge)the presence
of the more direct, importantinfluenceswith which he was
andof Keats.In a letter
wrestling,suchas the workof Wordsworth
writtenjust aftercompletingAdonais,Shelleyaskedhis friendsJohn
27. See Keats'sanxiousremark,when musing on his creativeendeavors,that "I have greatreasonto
be content ... I have I am sure many friends,who, if I fail, will attributeany change in my Life and
Temper to Humblenessratherthanto Pride-to a cowering underthe Wings of greatPoets ratherthan
to a bitternessthat I am not appreciated"(27 February1818; Lettersof]ohnKeats,p. 70).
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and Maria Gisborne if they could detect the presence of Goethe's
Faust in his elegy for Keats:
Do you observeany tracesof him in the Poem I sendyou. Poets, the best
of them-are a very cameleonic race: they take the colour not only of
whattheyfeed on,but of the very leavesunderwhich they pass.(Letters,
II,
308; my emphasis)

Interestingly enough, the figure Shelley uses here as a metaphor for
the process of poetic influence recalls the parasite/host binary (ana-

lyzed by J. Hillis Miller) while presagingthe imagery of Adonais.
Shelley depicts the writer's interaction with other texts in terms of the
eater and the eaten. The chameleon metaphor suggests that some
deceit and camouflage is involved in one writer's consumption of
another; there is a sense that the poet fears his ingestion of previous

texts will be detectableby his readers.28
Shelley'sawarenessthat even
the "very leaves"--a trope that implies the pages of books the writer
peruses-can tint a poet's verbal palette at the same time they give

him food as sustenancewill give rise to one of the crucialtensionsat
the heart of his elegy. Here, however, Shelley seems to displace the
real source of discomfort; he transforms his preoccupation with the
influence of Keats and the Lake Poets into an admission (or confession) of the more negligible presence of Goethe.
It is telling that Shelley uses similar alimentary imagery in several
other letters, as well as in Adonais. In his 27 July letter inviting Keats
to Pisa, he oddly remarks, with traces of both envy and relief: "This
consumption is a disease particularly fond of people who write such
good verses as you have done" (Letters, I1, 220). While Shelley ostensibly refers to other young talents struck down by the same illness, his
strange comment may have more sinister implications. Implicit in
Shelley's casual linkage of writing and "consumption" are multiple
and contradictory meanings of that key word-both the disease that
devours and wastes its helpless victim, and the process of eating and
28. Shelley's reference to poets as chameleon-like (a metaphor also found in his poem, "An Exhortation") bears uncanny resemblance to Keats's famous remark, in a letter, about the "camelion poet"
who "has no character-it enjoys light and shade" and "has no identity" (Lettersof]ohn Keats, p. 157).
The similarity reveals a remarkable affinity between the two poets' imaginations and conceptions of the
poet's role; however, Shelley's comment is notably concerned with poetic influence and intertextual
traces and Keats's with poetic identity.
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reading, destroying and absorbing, that "good" poets are apparently
especially subjected to. The trope reveals Shelley's distressing awareness that good poets, like Keats or himself, are inevitably consumed
and transformed: by their present and future readers, by "dull Time
[which] / Feeds like slow fire upon a hoary brand" (Adonais, lines
442-43),

and most importantly, by other poets-especially

elegists-

who help sustain the works of other writers at the same time that they
devour and thrive on them.29

In another letter, to Marianne Hunt, Shelley again draws on such
imagery of feeding and eating:
Where is Keatsnow? I am anxiouslyexpectinghim in Italywhere I shall
takecareto bestow everypossibleattentionon him. I considerhis a most
valuablelife, & I am deeply interestedin his safety.I intend to be the
physicianof both his body & his soul, to keep the one warm & to teach
the other Greek & Spanish.I am awareindeed in partthat I am nourishinga rivalwhowillfar surpass{me}and this is an additionalmotive & will
be an added pleasure. (October 29, 1820, p. 239, my emphasis)

Here Shelley casts himself in the role of the preserver of Keats; he
imagines Keats as a frail, helpless friend needing instruction, classical
education, and sustenance. Aside from the rather blatant indication
of Shelley's somewhat class-based condescension for his "Cockney
school" friend, this letter is remarkable for its tone and imagery.
While his concern for the terminally-ill Keats is presumably genuine,
the effusive emphasis on keeping Keats's "valuable life" under his
regard, watching over his body, and administering to his soul seems
overly manipulative and even predatory.3"Shelley seems anxious to
have his powerful rival where he can see him (recall Shelley's anger
when Keats refused to show him Endymion),and like an overly-wel29. My attention to the multiple meanings of "consumption "is indebted to Heffernan. Heffernan
does not discuss this particular remark about "consumption," however; nor does he investigate the full
ramifications of this rhetorical figure as a central locus of the tensions and paradoxes ofAdonais.
30. Shelley's unsubtle comment that Keats is a "rival who will far surpass [me]" seems to contradict
his usual estimation in his letters that while Keats has talent, it is lamentably clothed in the poor taste of
Hunt and Wordsworth. This is because Shelley's mixed feelings towards his rival are manifested in very
different ways depending on whom he is addressing: here, Shelley writes to Hunt's wife, who, as Shelley
even mentions, will show the letter to Hunt, Keats's protector and mentor. Compare the different
inflection Shelley's remarks about Keats take on when he is addressing them to Lord Byron, for example (Letters, II, 289, 308).
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coming host, invites his guest into his home to be "nourished."
Though Keats replied gratefully that he would attempt to visit Shelley
in Pisa, if his death did not make it impossible, he never arrived,
despite the fact that Shelley was "anxiously expecting him."31While
this final frustration may have seemed to Shelley like yet another snub
of his interest in Keats and his poetry, Shelley would soon be keeping
the young poet's "body & soul" forever warm, nourished, and preserved, whether he liked or not, within the abode of Adonais.
III

From the beginning of Adonais, with its epigraphs from Plato and
Moschus, Shelley announces that his poem for and about Keats is
built upon the framework of other texts and is an extension of the history of other poems that mourn for lost poets. The web of allusions
and echoes he uses reveals that Shelley is self-consciously aware of the
chain of poets before him who have memorialized, transformed and
fed upon their lost rivals: Moschus's "Elegy" consumed fellow poet
Bion, Spenser'sAstrophelconsumed Sir Philip Sidney, Milton's Lycidas
consumed Edward King.32 The second epigraph, taken from
Moschus's "Elegy for Bion," introduces the idea that the friend was
murdered by a jealous critic when he ingested poison. While Shelley
clearly appropriates this passage in order to set up his attack, both in
the Preface and in the poem itself, on the critics he believes slanderously assassinatedKeats, it also inaugurates the chain of alimentary
31. See Reiman, "Keats and Shelley," 413-I5, on Shelley's somewhat contradictoryinvitation
(thoughhe invites Keatsto "takeup residencewith us," he soon writes Clairethat he had told Keatsto
come to Pisa "without inviting him into our house"), Keats'sconditionalacceptance,and the reasons
why Keatsnever made it to Pisa. Reiman suggests,among other things, that Keatsmay have stayedin
Rome because"he wished to have nothing to do with Hunt or Shelley,"which suggeststhat Keatswas
againintentionallyrejectingShelley'sovertures(414-15). This viewpoint is corroboratedby Newman
Ivey White's biographyof Shelley, in which he notes that Keatstold "CharlesCowden Clarkethat his
sole motive in not acceptingShelley'sinvitationwas a fearthat in his companyhe could not remaina

free agent" (Shelley, II, 212).

32. See William Ulmer's recent article,"Adonaisand the Death of Poetry,"for a very usefuildiscussion of this elegy as an intenselyself-conscioustext, a "historicistelegy" full of "Orphicglancesbackward"whose task is "the reviving of a dead tradition"and which engagesin a "dialogueof past and
present"(427-5 I). Also see Curran,who arguesthat the "genre"of pastoralelegy defines "the imperatives andlimitsof Adonais"and examinesShelley'sinteractionwith the traditionthatstretchesfromBion
to Lycidas(pp. 166-70). For other commentaryaboutthe relationshipbetween Shelleyand the tradition
of pastoralelegy, along somewhat similarlines, also see Behrendt, p. 246; Wasserman,pp. 461-64;
Bloom, Visionary Company, pp. 342-49; Hogle, pp. 295-307; and Tetreault, pp. 221-34.
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imagery involving eating and death, consumption and murder. Furthermore, Moschus's lines hint at the perpetrator but do not expose
his identity: "What mortal was so cruel as to mix the drug for thee,
or to give it to thee, who heard thy voice? He escapes [shallbe nameless in] my song" (p. 390, n2). This figure who escapes being named
within the song is, on the surface, the villainous critic; however,
Shelley's use of this line may also suggest his own barely hidden complicity in "killing" Keats, as parasite and Cain-like fratricide. Shelley
too will remain "nameless" throughout the song. It is also notable
that Shelley chose to omit the next line, which would surely have
been fitting as a threat to the reviewer, while frightening with regard
to his own role: "Yetjustice overtakes all." This epigraph serves as a
first clue in the poem ofShelley's conflicted feelings towards Keats. It
is an impression not undone by the equivocal terms of the Preface
that follows, where Shelley criticizes the "narrow principles of taste
on which several of his earlier compositions were modelled" and
condescendingly describes Keats as "sensitive spirit" who was
"hooted from the stage of life" (390--92).33
The drama of Adonais then begins with several highly stylized,
overwrought tropes of mourning which Shelley appropriates from
the tradition of the pastoral elegy.34Many readers have noted that the
poem opens with a sense of artificiality and distance: "I weep for
Adonais-he is dead!" As Angela Leighton has argued, "to 'weep'
here is rhetorically decorous; an unmistakable elegiac formula . .. the
verb is already distanced from its literal meaning, and expresses a ceremonial enactment of grief, not a spontaneous passion" (p. I57).35
33. On Shelley'sdeliberateeffeminizationof Keatsand aggrandizementof himselfin the Prefaceto
Adonais,see Heffernan,297-3o01,Wolfson, 25-26.
34. My readingof Adonaisas dramaticutteranceresemblesRonaldTetreault'spoint that the Shelley's
poem is self-consciouslyrhetoricalin "dramatizingthe emotions of his elegist" (p. 234) and Ronald
Becht's claimthat the poem is "a self-containedmentaldrama"that "is 'about'the speakerand his state
of mind," though my approachdifferssharplyfrom Becht, who sees the poem as a dramathat moves
from "sorrow"to visionary"consolation"(194).
35. Severalcriticsexamine Shelley'smanipulationof traditionalgesturesof mourningin the firsttwothirdsof the poem, comment on its artificiality,and discusshow these elements contrastwith the last
third of the poem. For example,Jean Hall discussesthe ineffectivenessof mourning in the first twothirdsof the poem ("Adonais,"in ModernCriticalViews:PercyByssheShelley,ed. HaroldBloom [New
York: Chelsea House Publishers,1985], esp. I46-48). Leighton analyzesthe highly overwroughtand
artificialrhetoricof the poem, which she feels is a completely self-consciousmethod of exploringthe
insufficiencyof both elegy and figurallanguage.
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Thus,fromthe first,the rhetoricof Adonaisis self-divided,underwith contradictory
miningits own assertions
gestures.The factthat
the figurelamentedis "Adonais"andnot "JohnKeats"addsto the
andconventionalgesturing.
senseof strainedceremony,artificiality,
Fromthe poem'stitle and firstline onward,Keatshasbeen "consumed"by Shelley,as Heffernansuggests,but to an even greater
extentthanthe criticseemsto realize.He hasbeen ingested,transformed,stylized,andmadeinvisibleby Shelley.Thiselegiactradition,
its
Shelleysuggests,hasalwaysbeen preoccupiedwith transforming
subjectsinto "anecho" (not the thingitself,but a reflectiononce
removed)"anda lightunto eternity"(line9). Thus,Shelleybegins
the poem by introducingthe idea of posterityand poetic history:
Adonais,likeallpoets,likeShelleyhimself,is an "echo"of pastwriters, and will remain "till the Future dares / Forget the past" (lines

7-8). However,in thisformulation,
posterity(andthroughit, poetic
thatgrantsone entranceto the "abodewheretheEternal
immortality
is
not
rather,it relieson thevagariesof anunknoware")
guaranteed;
taintedwith doubt (line495).36
ablefuture,and is thusimmediately
Shelley then depicts Urania, his figure for Adonais's mother and
poetic muse, sitting in "her Paradise, / 'Mid listening Echoes
while one, with soft enamoured breath, / Rekindled all the fading
melodies" (lines 14-16). The one echo whose breath resumes the

fading songs, as Ross G. Woodman points out, is Shelley himself.37
These songs, Woodman notes, will be transformed "according to [the
echo's] own understanding": the breath will re-kindleKeats's melodies, but will not repeatthem (p. 67). Adonais's eternal absence thus
grants power to the echo (Shelley) who now controls those melodies.
Setting in motion the governing motif, Shelley immediately figures
Keats's "fading melodies" as "flowers that mock the corse beneath"
(line I7). Not only do these texts grow, however fragilely and temporarily, from the soil where the dead poet lies; they also try in vain,
like this elegy, to adorn and hide "the coming bulk of death" (line
18). At the same time that these songs are nourished by the dead, they
36. On Shelley's general preoccupation with his own posterity and future (textual) life, so central to
Adonais, see Andrew Bennett's "Shelley in Posterity," in Shelley: Poet and Legislatorof the World, ed. Betty
T. Bennett and Stuart Curran (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1996), 215-33.
37. Ross G. Woodman, "Shelley's Urania," Studies in Romanticism,17 (Winter 1978), 61-75 (67).
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also mockthem, as their own vitality and strength contrasts with the
stasis of the deceased. Since both Shelley and "death feed upon"
Adonais's "mute voice," the image also suggests a symbol for the pastoral elegy itself-a work that pays tribute to, adorns, and grows from
the death of a poet, that owes its very existence to that dying (line 27;
my emphasis). Shelley suggests that an elegy like Adonais even mocks
its subject by being more alive than he and by having the power to
rekindle and re-imagine the now-inert and "mute" subject however
it desires.
Shelley's evocation of the dead Adonais, especially in the first third
of the poem, certainly transforms Keats into "scarcely more than a
victim" (Heffernan, 304). In the early stanzas of the poem, Shelley
casts Adonais in the terms used in his letters and the Preface ("delicate," "fragile,""susceptible"):
But now, thy youngest, dearestone, has perished
The nurslingof thy widowhood, who grew,
Like a pale flowerby some sadmaiden cherished,
And fed with true love tears,insteadof dew;
Most musicalof mourners,weep anew!
Thy extremehope, the loveliestand the last...
is waste...
(lines 46-53)

Shelley obviously emphasizes the youthfulness, the weak and dainty
qualities of this invented version of Keats. This strategy, in effect,
effeminizes and "unmans" Keats, robbing him of virility, and through
it, poetic strength. The stanza portrays Keats himself, once again, as
one "who grew, like a pale flower," this time a flower "fed with true
love tears."As both Reiman and Curran note, this image is an allusion to Keats'sown "Isabella,"where the heroine grieves for her lost
lover by severing his head and planting it in a flower pot, watering it
with tears, until a basil plant is born.38While critics have aptly placed
the allusion, we must consider why Shelley would use this image in
particular. First, the metaphor suggests that Keats, like Shelley, grew
38. See Reiman, "Keats and Shelley," 426; and Curran, 170-71.
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atop the remains of literary predecessors. But the allusion is even
more complicated and ingenious. Not only does it further introduce
into the texture of the poem Shelley's key trope for his elegy-flowers
growing from a dead body-but it does so in the very act of echoing
a text by the dead Keats. In this way, the poem again reflects on its
own rhetorical processes: by appropriating one of its leitmotifs from
Keats, Adonais itself mirrors the basil plant growing from the soil
nourished by the murdered subject's head.
At the same time, a hint of Shelley's agonized awarenessof his own
belatedness underlies this passage, in the reference to Keats as the
"last"hope of the muse Urania; if his lost "brother"was the "extreme
hope" and the last poet, where does that leave Shelley and his poetic
future? The lines reveal Shelley's sense of crisis, his fear that his own
poetic power might not be equal to the task demanded (a fear hinted
at in his comment in a letter to Claire written during the composition of Adonais that "I feel incapable of composition") (Letters,II,
288). There is both a sense of relief that the "last" is now silent and
no longer a threat (such as in the reference to Adonais's "mute voice")
and a fear that Shelley himself is a late-comer to the very poetic tradition Keats has so brilliantly capped (line 27).
In stanzas 9 to 17, Shelley depicts a conventional procession of
mourners who pay tribute to Adonais, but instead of describing
actual figures or Cupids (as in Bion's "Lament for Adonis"), Shelley
imagines the "Dreams" of Keats swarming around him. These
strangely abstractDreams, Splendours, and "Incarnations / of hopes
and fears" (line III) have been widely regarded as a reference to
Keats's poems (Knerr, p. 72). Following the conventions of pastoral
elegy, those who mourn Adonais, in this case his "Ministers of
thought," are described as sheep that his mind once fed: they "were
his flocks, whom near the living streams / Of his young spirit he fed"
(lines 73-75). But the image is more than just generic: first, Shelley
refers to the creation of poetry in images that evoke eating, being
nourished, devouring. Second, the Keats-as-shepherd figure also further links Adonais with Abel, the successful keeper of sheep who was
murdered by his jealous brother Cain. Keats's "passion-winged ...
Dreams" are akin to Abel's "choicest firstlings of the flock" that,
when offered to God, enrage the less successful Cain with murderous
2
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envy (Genesis 4:1-16). This echo is another early suggestion of
Shelley's jealous regard for the "glimmering Incarnations" of his
"brother's" mind. Underscoring this comparison is the fact that
Shelley in the poem further resembles Cain, who was a tiller of the
soil, because of the recurring notion of the elegist as a planter of
flowers over a grave.
Because Shelley views Keats's poetry as a waste of talent, as the
work of a genius to admire, and as a threat to his own individuality,
he applies his typical imagery-of things dissolving, disintegrating,
abstractionsthat flitter away as they are asserted-to his evocation of
Keats'sown poems and thoughts.39This strategy defuses the potency
and specificity of his rival'sgreatest poems. To transform Keats'ssensuous and often empirically-based poems into a series of floating
Dreams and Splendours that are "a moving pomp... Like pageantry
of mist on an autumnal stream," is to portray them as something
artificial ("pomp" and "pageantry"), airy and insubstantial (line 117).
But this dialogue about and between poetic texts is even more subtly
handled: as he does throughout Adonais, Shelley here specifically
echoes one of Keats's"fading melodies" only to overturn and "rekindle" it, to twist it against its author. As Donald Reiman notes, the
"pageantry of mist on an autumnal stream" recalls the opening of
Keats'smasterful "To Autumn"-"Seasons of mist and mellow fruit-

fulness."40
But it is significantthatShelleyappliesthe phrasingin a
context that empties Keats's poetry of its substance and power. He
echoes Keats'sdiction and renowned attention to ephemerality, only
to apply such features to his rival's own creations, hinting at their
transience in the process. Shelley's strategy in such passages suggests
that his understanding of intertextual relations anticipates Miller's
claim that "the previous text is both the ground of the new one and
something the new one must annihilate by incorporating it, turning

it into ghostlyinsubstantiality"
(p.225).
Although the mental creations of Keats are transformed and
reduced to airy mist, they still form the food that the "Lost Echo,"
another figure for Shelley himself, consumes in stanza 15: she "feeds
39. See Keach's chapter on this particularaspect of Shelley's imagery: "Evanescence:Melting,
Dissolving, Erasing" (pp. 118-53).
40. Reiman, "Keats and Shelley," 426.
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her grief with his remembered lay" (line 128; my emphasis). By casting himself as the mythical Echo, and as an "echo" of Narcissus/
Keats, Shelley further explores the paradoxical relationship between
elegist and subject. Is he merely repeating Keats?Is he creating something new and vital? By using the figure of Echo, Shelley cunningly
evokes the myth of Narcissus as a perfectly fitting emblem for the
problematic relationship between himself and Keats. In the myth,
Echo repeats Narcissus's call for help (as Shelley does with the ill
Keats), and the two engage in a spirited dialogue. But when Narcissus
scorns Echo's attentions-a rejection that mirrors Keats's snubbing
of Shelley's overtures-he falls in love with his own reflection, dies,
and is transformed into a flower (just as the figure of Keats is throughout the elegy). Echo herself becomes an echo of Narcissus's dying
words, and then an echo of all sounds, a quality she shares with the
highly allusive poet Shelley and his echoing of both Keats and poetic
tradition.41
Echo's consumption and rekindling of the fading melodies of the
lost rival does not offer lasting consolation to Shelley, who still must
struggle to find his own voice while feeding upon that "remembered
lay."Echo, he tells us, will no longer reply to the winds, fountains,
and birds because "she can mimic not his lips" (line 132). Here
Shelley rejects the possibility of pure imitation, because to mimic
Keats would be the death of Shelley's own voice. Instead-as we saw
with the allusion to "To Autumn"-he echoes and transforms not
only the figure of his rival, but also Keats's ideas, images, and dying
words. For example, when Shelley soon describes the effects of grief
on some of the mourners, he notes how the "dew all turned to tears;
odour, to sighing ruth" (line I44). While the reference to the smells
of the seasons being changed into pity is an inscrutable and perhaps
unnecessary image, it may actually be a sign of Shelley's verbal
disfiguration of Keats. In his "Ode to a Nightingale," Keats compares
the immortal melody of the bird to "the self-same song that found a
path / Through the sad heart of Ruth" who stands in the fields "sick
for home" (p. 281). Shelley, playing the role of Echo, picks up on the
reverberations of Keats'swords; he appropriates the reference to sad
41. On Shelley'scomplex use of Echo and Narcissusin Alastor,see SusanFischman,"'Likethe Sound
of His own Voice': Gender,Audition, and Echo in Alastor,"Keats-ShelleyJournal,
43 (1994), 141-69.
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Ruth in that key passage of Keats's Ode and turns it into a figure of
"Odour, [turned] to sighing ruth."Both the repetition of "dew all
turned to tears," a direct echo of the earlier allusion to Keats's
"Isabella" (line 49), and the reference to Keats's nightingale in the
very next line of Adonais (line 145), makes this perhaps unlikely
example of the nuances of poetic influence at least plausible.42
In his "Ode to a Nightingale," Keats revealshis intensely conflicted
feelings about the prospect of joining the "immortal bird": he is
painfully aware that to "fade far away, dissolve and quite forget...
the fever and the fret" of the world is also to "become a sod" (p. 280,
lines 21-23, 60). While death may be a release from pain and temporality,Keats knows that such an escape means to become nothing, to
be forever silent. In a crucial gesture, Shelley appropriatesKeats'sprofound ambivalence towards death and transcendence and builds it
into the oppositional (attracts-and-repels) structure that underlies
Adonaisand its attitudes towards death.43Shelley envies Keats'sescape
from the suffering of the real world of mortality, while he is terrified
by the stasisand paralysisthat death brings. At certain moments in the
elegy the poet seems jealous of the quiet and numbness of Adonais's
present state, the peaceful stasis Keats so eloquently longed for yet
always resisted ("surely he takes his fill / Of deep and liquid rest, forgetful of all ill," lines 62-63). In other passages Shelley seems relieved
that he has not yet joined Keats in death. In stanzas 18 and 19, for
example, Shelley describes the springtime renewal of life as a contrast
to the stasis of Keats'spresent lot:
The airsand streamsrenew theirjoyous tone;
The ants,the bees, the swallowsreappear;
42. Stuart Curran argues persuasivelyagainstthe common notion that Shelley disregardedall of
Keats'slate poems but Hyperion,and stressesthat Shelley had readand developed a "penetratingunderstanding"of Keats'swhole 1820 volume (includingthe Odes), despitethe fact that he only mentioned
praisefor the fragmentof Hyperionand stronglydismissedthe restof the poems (170;see alsoHeffernan,
306-307). Critics have located numerous allusionsto the Odes throughoutAdonais(see esp. Donald
Reiman's catalogue of allusions, "Keats and Shelley," 426, and Curran, esp. 170-71).

43. See Stuart Curran'scompelling, though problematic,argument about Shelley's response and
extension of Keats's"Ode to a Nightingale," 173-75. "Shelley'sdesign for Adonaisis to answerthe
loaded questionsleft unresolvedat the end of'Ode to a Nightingale,'to restructurethe logic that Keats
allowed to turnin on itselfandforce it to the inevitableconclusionthatKeatswould not countenance."
While I believe Shelley intentionallytakesup Keats'sprobing of life and death in Adonais,I am not as
convinced as Curranthat Shelley answersKeatsor resolvesthe tensionsof Keats'sOde.
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Freshleavesand flowersdeck the dead Season'sbier;
.

And the green lizard, and the golden snake,

Like unimprisonedflamesout of their tranceawake.
(lines 156-62)

This awakening and rebirth is appropriately accompanied by another
echo and reversal of Keats'slate work: while Keats'spoem about the
approach of winter and death, "To Autumn," ends significantly and
ominously when "gathering swallows twitter in the skies" (implying
perhaps that the birds are communing just before their departure),
Shelley's contrasting tribute to spring notes that Keats's "swallows
reappear."Just as spring eventually ends and renews the movement
begun with autumn, new texts are reborn from remnants of the old,
a fact underscored again by the image of "fresh leaves and flowers"
growing upon the funeral pyre of winter. Indeed, two stanzas later
Shelley describes how "the leprous corpse touched by this spirit tender/ Exhales itself in flowers of gentle breath," again recalling the
basil-atop-cadaver image of"Isabella" (lines 172-73).
It is extremely important that Shelley's description of spring
emphasizes that to be alive is to be full of "changeand motion,"to be
an "unimprisonedflame" (lines 165, 162). With the reference to
"flame," Shelley surely intends this description of living energy to
contrast sharply with his depiction of Cestius's tomb (another gravetopping memorial that serves as one of Shelley's symbols for elegy
itself). In stanza 50, Shelley describes that "refuge for" the ruler's
"memory" as resembling "flame transformed to marble" (line 447).
The reference to the tomb that decks Cestius's grave suggests Shelley's
recognition that the goal, and inevitable result, of elegy (a kind of verbal refuge for the memory of the dead) is to catch an individual's fire
in the stone of art. With these patterns of imagery, he emphasizes that
Keats has been frozen and killed by the memorial he himself has written, and is now merely an imprisonedflame, thus setting himself up to
be a kind of guilty, jealous killer. Just as the flowers now dance in the
sun above the corpse, Shelley himself (and the poem he writes)
remains full of living "change and motion" like an "unimprisoned
flame" while Keats'sfire has been held fast in marble.
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No part of the poem is more filled with contradictions than
Shelley's famous portrait of himself as one of the mourners, in stanzas 31 to 34, where the "elegist persona" is revealed to be what
William Ulmer aptly calls "an oxymoron on the wing" (p. 443).
Here, Shelley portrays the elegist as both like and unlike his lost contemporary, and as with the rest of the poem's key imagery, the portrait is deeply equivocal.44Shelley describes himself as a "frail Form,
/ A phantom among men" in order to emphasize his identification
with the neglected Keats. However, the speaker stressesthat while he
has been similarly abandoned, he is able to endure, unlike the fallen
Adonais. Aside from a demonstration of Shelley's comparative
strength, the passage contains striking images that reinforce the sense
that Shelley's identity, his language, and his position as elegist are full
of irreconcilable contradictions, and in fact, are coming apart at the
seams. Whereas Adonais's thoughts and texts (as Dreams and
Splendours) came to mourn for him, Shelley's "own thoughts ...
pursued, like raging hounds, their father and their prey" (lines
277-79).

The image suggests that Shelley is a fugitive from his own

thoughts and poems, that he has become, asJean Hall notes, "his own
destroyer" (p. 150). Such passagesindicate Shelley's recognition of his
elegy's tensions and deconstructive energies. His "spirit" is described
in a series of paradoxes that evoke fading and disintegration:
It is a dying lamp,a fallingshower,
A breakingbillow-even whilst we speak
Is it not broken?On the withering flower
The killing sun smilesbrightly
(lines 284-86)

The images of dispersal and fragmentation underscore Shelley's sense
of the transience of mortal existence and his own life, but also of his
44. The terms of Shelley's self-portrait have been much discussed by critics of Adonais, and the traditional accusation that this passage is "a piece of unforgivably indulgent self-pity" has recently yielded to
analyses of its strategic effect (Jean Hall, p. iso50).See Wasserman's classic defense of the passage (pp.
499-502); Woodman reads it as a parody of the poet-figure who has seen "Nature's naked loveliness"
("Shelley's Urania," 72-73); Hall claims "this wandering 'Stranger' is a stranger to himself because he is
his own destroyer. At once he plays the roles of pursuer and pursued, hunter and quarry" (p. 150);
Heffernan reads it as Shelley's attempt to portray himself as tougher and more enduring than Keats,
because he could withstand the hunter's dart (313); Behrendt makes the interesting point that Shelley is
"personifying Poetry" with the portrait (p. 254).
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own creativity. The passage recalls the notion that poetry is a "transitory brightness" in the mind (described in the Defence)that gleams
for an instant and then is quenched (p. 504). Furthermore, the flowersun image in lines 286-87 epitomizes the complicated "or" structure
underlying Adonais. The image of the smiling "killing sun" that murders the flower not only reflects Keats's characteristic use of oxymorons (such as in "Ode on Melancholy"); it is also intentionally
ambiguous and undecidable. Who is "the withering flower"Shelley himself or Keats? If the former, then the lines reveal Shelley's
anxious recognition that Keats, as rival genius, acts as both nurturer
(the "sun") and poison ("killing") to Shelley's own "withering" creativity. However, if the image is taken as the latter, then Keats-asflower (his role in Adonais)is both nourished and killed by his elegist,
Shelley. In the latter, equally valid interpretation, Shelley plays the
role of Cain, the original "killing s[o]n," a subtly punning reference
soon to reappear more overtly in stanza 34. Either reading remains
possible given the vagueness and complexity of the passage'simagery;
Shelley intends his elegy's rifts to be loaded with such either/or constructions as a perfect representation and expression of the paradoxical nature of his project.
Such ambiguities culminate in the famous Cain image discussed at
the outset: he "made bare his branded and ensanguined brow, /
Which was like Cain's or Christ's-Oh! that it should be so!" (lines
305-306). Shelley's use (and defense) of this uncertainty points to a
central recognition: instead of subscribing to the traditional role of
the elegist as one who brings salvation and immortality to his subject,
his position is much darkerand more conflicted. The reference to the
mark of Cain, on the one hand, connects Shelley himself with the
reviewer who "killed" Keats, as it directly echoes an earlier moment:
"the curse of Cain / Light on his head who pierced thy innocent
breast" (lines 151-52). This linkage reinforces the sense that Shelley
sees himself as a critic of Keats who is less than wholly enthusiastic (in
his public comments, at least) about Keats'spoetry.45Second, he also
resembles Cain because he, out of fear and jealousy of his brother's
45. See Gallant, pp. 148-50, who asserts that Shelley is "secretly included among those 'viperous'
reviewers," and because of his guilt about his prior negative treatment of Keats, writes this wholly positive celebration about him.
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"flock" (of poems), knowingly seeks to imprison Keats's flame "in
marble."Shelley deliberately intertwines the associations of Cain and
Christ throughout the fabric of the text in order to create a sustained
ambiguity at its very core.
Once Shelley has established his own double role as Keats'selegist,
in the last movement of the poem he begins transforming his lost rival
from a pale flower into a distant poet who is both a supposedly
"immortal" genius he feels drawn towards and an indistinct (and
mute) star he is repelled by. But the question of where Keats is now,
and where Shelley would be if he joined him, is the unresolved issue
that drives the last movement. To explore this issue, Shelley again
"disfigures" Keats by using and manipulating the assumptions and
tropes of Keats'sOdes. In stanza 38, we are told that Adonais "wakes
or sleeps with the enduring dead" (line 336; my emphasis); this crucial line echoes the final ambiguity ofKeats's nightingale Ode: "Fled
is that music:-Do I wake or sleep?" (p. 28I, line 80). Shelley cunningly appropriates the unresolvedsituation of Keats's own poem and
leaves Keats suspended in his own ambivalence for eternity. Shelley
refuses to tell the pivotal detail-whether Keatsjoins the eternal as an
active member or remains in an endless paralysisof sleep-and instead
rekindles the Keatsian rhetoric in order to settle for indeterminacy. As
drawn as he is by Keats's death, what ultimately repels Shelley is the
possibility that death means unending sleep with the "enduring
dead." He goes on to describe how Adonais's
pure spiritshallflow
Back to the burningfountainwhence it came,
A portionof theEternal,which must glow
thesame.
Through time and change, unquenchably
(lines 338-42; my emphasis)
This important passage further illuminates the paradoxical nature of
Keats's posthumous situation that draws yet repulses Shelley. As he

describesit, Keats'sindividualspirit(hispoeticvoice) returnsto its
source-the EternalOne. The eternalburningfountainof poetic
thoughtis a figurethatrecallsthe "greatpoem"createdby the "one
greatmind"in the Defence.
By mergingKeatsinto the One, Shelley
blendshisrival'sidentityinto the undifferentiated
"whiteradianceof
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Eternity" (line 464). Heffernan analyzes this transformation of Keats's

identity,andarguesthat"havingturnedKeatsinto anartificeof eternity,Shelleylongsto be gatheredinto it himself"(312).However,
Heffernanfailsto recognizethatShelley's
handlingof Keatsstemsnot
butfroma wishto silence
onlyfroma desireforhis ownimmortality
andextinguishthe flamesof his rival.By removingKeatsto an eternity wherehe "mustglow throughtime andchange,unquenchably
the same,"Shelleydenieshim the "changeandmotion"enjoyedby
the livingthings-those "unimprisoned
flames"--instanzas18 and
19. He actuallycondemnsAdonaisto remainin stasislikethe figures
on Keats'sown GrecianUrn. Here,Shelleyagainechoesthe tropes
andideasin Keats's
poetryonlyto turnthemagainsttheirauthor;he
insertsKeatshimselfintoa "ColdPastoral"
thatresembles
thearrested
worldon Keats'sGrecianurn,wherehe muststay"unquenchably
the
and
silent.46
same"-immortalbutparalyzed,
unthreatening
The finalcrescendoof the poembeginsin stanza47 with a penethatbearsdirectlyon the relationship
between
tratingself-reference
the elegistand the elegized:"Whomournsfor Adonais?oh come
forth/ Fondwretch!andknow thyselfandhim aright"(lines41516). Shelley'squestionimplicitlyhintsat the factthatthe elegist-asCain may not be mourning at all, while his urgent command to
understand himself and Keats correctly seems to respond to the network of paradoxes that have formed the poem up to this point.

Shelleyimpliesthatthe timehascometo cutthroughthe artificiality
and lies of elegy, that the question he must now consider is how to
read Keats, how to read himself, and how to know and understand
the relationship between two poetic brothers. The poem announces

thatits scopewill now "shrink/ Evento a pointwithinourdayand
night,"andmoveto Rome,to the siteof Keats'sgrave,"whichis the
sepulchre/ O, not of him, but of our joy" (lines 420, 424-25). The
figurativelanguagehereis employedstrategically-itdeftlyremoves
Keatsfromhistombandsubstitutes
thepoet'sownjoy forthe corpse,
46. Heffernan notes a similarly manipulative reading of Keats's poetry several stanzas later. "He is
made one with Nature," Shelley says, and Heffernan argues convincingly that "to be consumed by
nature . . . is the very last fate Keats would have wished for himself" because to do so would be to
become a "sod" (308). Heffernan does not go on to clarify why Shelley would make Keats do exactly
what he fears (that is, dissolve into nature); my approach to the poem is meant to explain why such
rhetorical manipulations occur throughout Adonais.
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Shelley for Keats, who has now been rhetorically removed from the
grave and replaced.
Shelley's description of Rome is as loaded with "ore" (and "or") as
any other image in the poem:
Go thou to Rome,-at oncetheParadise,
Thegrave,thecity,andthewilderness;
And where its wreckslike shatteredmountainsrise,
And floweringweeds
...

over the dead,

A light of laughingflowersalong the grassis spread.
(lines 433-41; my emphasis)

This image of Rome is emblematic of the rhetoric of Adonais, as it
deliberately intertwines Paradise and grave, life and death, flowers
and corpses.47The poet directs his movements to Rome, the ultimate
contradiction: a place where new life grows, feeds on, and laughingly
mocks the dead, a place that hints at the eventual decay and burial of
all things. By having the long poetic journey ofAdonais end in Rome,
and by describing it as a place of both ruins and growth, Shelley deliberately echoes and builds upon the finale of Byron's Childe Harold's
Pilgrimage,which similarly ends in that ancient city with an exploration of the ruins as a site of both decay and regenerated creativity.
Shelley uses Rome as a paradoxical sign of the enduring immortality
of human culture which is in constant tension with the brevity of
individual lives such as Keats's and his own. Rome then symbolizes
the ruins of the past upon which two things feed simultaneously:
"dull Time" which consumes the cemetery walls "like slow fire upon
a hoary brand,"and creative minds which must feed there in order to
create (lines 442-43).

At Keats's graveside, where Shelley has been erecting his own
"refuge for his memory," the poem launches into its final bout with

the conflictingimpulsesthathavedrivenit fromthe start(line446).
47. On Shelley'sdepiction of Rome, see Knerr,pp. 99-1oo, and Cronin, who arguesthat "Rome"
represents"the world"in contrastto "the esotericparadiseamong the stars,"and "is describedas a huge
paradox"where "life and death are involved incongruously,paradoxically"(p. 196). Cronin feels that
the famousstanza52 "sortsout" this paradox.
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Like Keats poised at the moment when "now more than ever seems

it rich to die" ("Odeto a Nightingale,"
line 55) Shelleyhas been
"lured... to thebrink"(line423).IfKeats,in death,is trulyfreefrom
"that unrestmen miscall delight" and "secure"from the ills of the

world(stanza40), andif his spiritandpoemshavebecomea portion
of the immortal,then, Shelleyfinallyasks,"WhatAdonaisis, why
fear we to become?"(line 459). As I have been suggesting,the
answersto this gnawingquestionarepainfullyapparentto Shelley.
Adonaiswouldbe to merely"mimichislips"foreterFirst,to become
thus
nity,
sacrificingone'sown distinctivefire (line 132);second,to
join Adonais's"cold repose"would be to lose all "changeand
motion,"at best to becomean imprisonedflame,at worst"a sod"
in the sense of the
(lines 165, 180), and third,to be "Adonais,"
inventedfigureor thepoemitself,wouldbe to becomesolelya fictive
nameandan inerttext, a deadletter.Finally,Shelleycannotpossibly
know for certainthatKeatsin deathis "secure"from"theworld's
slow stain"or whethersucha stateis preferable
to his own lot at all.
Becauseof thesedifficultfacts,Shelleyhasavoidedbecoming
Keatsand
dyinghimselfthroughoutthe poem by transforming,
manipulating
and disfiguringKeatsand his words-in short,by playingCain to
Keats'sAbel.
The sweeping momentum of the final four stanzasconvinces many

criticsthatShelleyis eitherlaunchingofffromearthintothepureand
immortalrealmof the imaginationin a triumphof art,or thathe is
Whileon the
succumbingto despairin a kindof"psychicsuicide."48
most literallevel Shelleyseemsto embarkon an apocalypticand
ecstaticjourneyto join Keatsin death,the finalstanzasareactually
markedby the sameambivalence
andself-contradiction
thatwe have
seen throughout,ratherthan exhibitinga spirit of either pure
affirmationor purenegation.Life,for Shelley,like the prospectof
forcesthatproducean utter
death,is characterized
by irreconcilable
48. For some of the many conflicting readings of the poem's conclusion, see Stuart Curran's
overview, 165;Woodman, who arguesthat "Shelleycommittedpsychicsuicidein Adonais"(Apocalyptic,
p. 158);Jean Hall, who arguesthat Shelley "dies of rapture,"p. 155; Abbey, who writes that the final
voyage is "lessa fulfillmentof imaginativeintimationthanan escapefrom the living mind'sinadequacy"
(pp. 117-18); and Wasserman,who claims"the conclusion of the elegy is not the poet's weak plea for
suicide,but a prayerthatthe limited spiritualexistenceon earthexpandinto a pure and infinite spiritual
life" (p. 485).JamesRiegerarguesthat the end of Adonaisis literallysuicidaland actuallyprefigureswhat
he sees as Shelley'sdeliberatedeath (TheMutinyWithin:TheHeresiesof PercyByssheShelley[New York:
George Braziller, 1967], pp. 204-205; 221-25).
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impasse: "what still is dear / Attracts to crush, repels to make thee
wither" (lines 473-74). Shelley's attraction to beingKeats-both writing like him and being dead like him-is exactly as overwhelming as
the force which drives him away from being Keats, and both situations are equally deadly. Whereas "Life divide[d]" the two poetsallowing them individuality and poetic independence-"Death can
join [them] together" (line 477). This prospect of dying and achieving communion with one he both disapprovedof and fears is as much
poison as balm.
The breathwhose might I have invokedin song
Descends on me; my spirit'sbarkis driven,
Farfrom the shore;far from the tremblingthrong
Whose sailswere never to the tempestgiven;
The massyearthand spheredskies areriven!
I am borne darkly,fearfullyafar:
Whilst burningthroughthe inmost veil of Heaven,
The soul of Adonais,like a star,
Beacons from the abode where the Eternalare.
(lines 487-95)

The strength of Shelley's hesitation in this famous conclusion has
often been overlooked.49 The passage is actually rife with ambiguity.
Is the "breath whose might" Shelley has "invoked in song" a reference to Keats'sbreath (his literal "inspiration") or a self-reflexive allusion to his own earlier poem "Ode to the West Wind"?50Because of
this ambiguity, the image further suggests a blurring of Keats'spoetry
with his own, a confusion as to whether Keats's or his own breath
inspires him that Shelley finds as stimulating as it is threatening. Once
again, Shelley relies on an unresolvable double allusion. If one reads
49. There are, of course, many important exceptions. For example, Leighton, 163; Heffernan,
313-I5; Curran, 178-80; Gallant, pp. 152-53; Ulmer, 449-51; and Tetreault, pp. 231-34 all note the

ambivalenceof the ending and Shelley'shesitation,though few plumb its depth or adequatelylocate its
sources.Curranstillsees the poem asreaching"animpossiblebut achievedbalance"thatexhibits"exhilarating,maturejoy" (I80). I follow Ulmer in believing that poem "goes between emotional antitheses
with increasing speed until they collapse together in an identity of yearning and terror" (449).
Tetreault'sreading of Shelley's equivocal rhetoric is closest to my own, when he notes that "at the
moment of decision, images of trepidationunderminethe speaker'sown testamentto transcendence"
(p. 232).

who mentionsNeville Roger'sreadingof the line asa referenceto "Ode to the
50. See Knerr,p. O103,
West Wind";see also Curran,176 ("thisis the only occasionin all of Shelley'spoetrywhere in the body
of a poem he directlycites his own canon for referenceand meaning").
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the "breath"as belongingto Keats,it is notablethatthis inspiring
wind that Shelleyhas "invoked"(as well as used and refigured
throughout this "song") does not "fill" or "lift" >iim-like the

"breathofAutumn'sbeing"in "Odeto theWestWind"(p.221, line
I). Keats's "breath," or influence,"descends" on Shelley, oppresses
him, which, we may recall, mirrors Shelley's remark in the Defence
about "the influence which is moved not, but moves" (p. 508). This
force, more verbal than physical, pushes the sails of his bark where he

does not necessarilywish to go.51To give one's sailsto the tempestis

an act of couragesince it enablesone to transcendthe "trembling
throng";but it is alsoto shatterearthandsky,to lose the mutability
of life, to become "unquenchably
the same."Indeed,the "massy
earthandspheredskies"thatarerentasunderin thelaststanzadirectly
recallShelley'searlierreferenceto the temporalworld:"aslong as
skiesareblue,andfieldsaregreen,/ Eveningmustushernight,night
urge the morrow .. ." (lines 188-89). Once sky and earth are
andone departsfor "theEternal,"
wherethe "whiteradidestroyed,
ance"burnsforeverthe same,life's"changeandmotion"vanish,and
one is left to "wakeor sleepwith the enduringdead,"for betteror
for worse (lines 165, 336).
Even at the last moment, a veil still separatesAdonais from Shelley,
and it is the veil of his own imaginative strength, his own poetry and
tropes, through which Keats still burns. It is this mediation that
enables him to survive, to protect his song from becoming identical
to Keats's own "high requiem" ("Ode to a Nightingale," line 60). In
the end, Shelley attenuates, through metaphor, the figure of Keats to
an intangible burning light, only like a star, simply a figure of speech,
airy and insubstantial.52Shelley knows that Keats does not actually
5 See Tetreault,esp. pp. 231-34, who similarlyarguesthat "the conclusionof the poem shows the
inevitablereturnof the repressed,now in a darkand fearfulform, threateningto bearthe speakeraway.
The rhetoricalpoet hastriedto controllanguageand compel his reader'sassent,but he insteadfindsthat
languagehas seized control of him and forces him to undertakea quest he now would preferto resist.
The poem has turneditselfdemonicallyon him" (p. 233). Tetreaultis most interestedin how Shelley's
stance as "a rhetoricalpoet" effectsthe bond between text and reader,and sees this ending as "testing
the limits of his languageof desire"(p. 234).
52. Peter Sacksmakesthe relevantpoint that as a "beacon"Keatsis also merely a "sign."He traces
the word to the Old Englishterm for a sign (beacen),
claimingthat this "reinforcesour recognitionthat
even while the 'soul of Adonais'and its starappearto burn beyond or throughthe veils of natureor of
signification,they neverthelessfunction preciselyas signs" (399). See also StuartCurran'scompelling
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twinkle in the sky, and neither would he himself if he were to join
him in death ("oh! that it should be so!"); Keats remains only within
this poem, as a trope, as "Adonais,"for what may possibly be eternity.
He has been monumentalized in this memorial, but only as an image;
he joins the other great poets only by coming within the "abode" of
the text Shelley himself has constructed.
What remains of Keats, awake or asleep, either a distant glow or a
mere metaphor, "beacons" from the domain of the Eternal. While
the phrase has usually been taken as a sign that Keats beckonsor guides
Shelley into eternity (perhapsbecause of the aural similarity between
"beacon" and "beckon"), readers have consistently overlooked the
ambiguity of that key word: to "beacon" is to warnas well as to guide,
since a beacon is a signal fire used to announce an enemy's approach
or tell of danger. At the same time that Keats'ssoul gleams like a star
in heaven, guiding Shelley into eternity, it also flashes a warning that
an enemy-the jealous, Cain-like fratricide Shelley knows himself to
be-approaches, however unwillingly. Adonais's signal light also
atteststo the danger lying ahead, warning Shelley (who unlike Milton
in stanza 4, does not go "unterrified, / Into the gulph of death" but
rather goes "darkly, fearfully") not to proceed in that treacherous
direction, to resist being consumed into language, text, and death
(lines 34-35). Thus, the final gesture of Shelley's poem is "loaded
with ore," suspended in paradox-Keats, like all great poets, and like
death itself, is both food and poison, host and parasite, friend and
enemy. Shelley remains locked in an irreconcilable position, as he has
been throughout the elegy, at once irresistibly attracted and overwhelmingly repelled.
Although the end of Adonaishas frequently been seen as a suicidal,
apocalyptic gesture, and a sure prophecy of Shelley's own early death,
once the great elegy is complete, Shelley does not immediately commit suicide. In fact, he seems buoyed up by the careful artistry of his
poem, which he tells friends again and again is "the least imperfect of
claim that the end of Adonaismirrorsthe abrupt(unfinished)end of Keats'sHyperion,which also portraysa death, "a processof transfiguration"
by which Apollo turnsinto a "a double of line of asterisks,
of stars"(I79). Finally,Ulmer makes an interestingcase for both Shelley's"interweavingof hope and
disillusionment"and the "complicity"of language,textuality,and deaththat sharessome groundwith
the case I make here (447, 449-5I).
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my compositions."53 He also seems vitalized by his own ability to
thrive and even capitalize on Keats's demise. Between the time he
learned of Keats'sdeath, in April 1821, to the days when he had

in earlyJune,thereis a ratherdramatic
shift
nearlycompletedAdonais,
in Shelley'sattitudeabout his art and his life. On 29 April 1821,
shortly after hearing the news, he despondently tells Claire that "I do
not write any thing at present. I feel incapable of composition" (p.
288). On 14 May, Shelley writes again to Claire, dwelling at length

on his despair("Ihavebeenveryill, body& soul,butprincipally
the
and
the
of
his
own
death
her
advice
about
latter")
imminence
(giving
thefuturein the eventof his"transmigration")
(p.292). Butby thetime
several crucial weeks have passed, the act of writing his elegy seems
to have at least temporarily assuaged his suffering, his creative anxieties, and his longing for what Keats had called "easeful Death"
("Ode to a Nightingale," line 52). On 8 June, the very day he
announces to his publisher that he has completed Adonais, Shelley
writes once more to Claire:
I have a greatdesire& interestto live, & I would submitto any inconveniences to attain that object .... the only relief I find springs from the
composition of poetry. . . . I have lately been composing a poem on
Keats:it is betterthananything I haveyet written, & worthyboth of him
& of me. (p. 296)

Shelley's decision to tell his correspondent of his "great desire &
interest to live" suggests that he has indeed been "lured to the brink,"
perhaps by his "brother's"death. But while Keats had made that last

stride,Shelleyhadreachedthe edgeonly to drawbackhis hesitating
foot. The act of composingAdonaisallowsShelleyto workthrough
asa contrast
his own deathasa kindof tropeor linguisticpossibility,
to Keats's
veryrealandverypermanentdeath.The poemitselfseems
53. Shelley repeatsthis exact phrase,among other comments of self-praise,about Adonaison many
occasions: see, for example, Letters, II, 299, 300oo,302, 355, 362, 374. It is also clear that Shelley saw

Adonaisas integralto his fate, his futureposterity,and that he viewed his own fate as intertwinedwith
Keats's."I am especiallycuriousto hearthe fate of Adonais.-I confessI shouldbe surprisedif thatpoem
were born to an immortalityof oblivion" (Letters,II, 365; cf. 372). See SusanWolfsonon the reception
ofAdonais,and its effect on Shelley'sreputationas well asKeats's(32-37). One effectwas that "the selfinvestment of Adonaisbecame more legible as devoted followers claimedthe elegy for him alone," as
Shelley became "the sole centre of the fiction he had created"(37).
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to act as a metaphorical substitution for Shelley, a stay against his own
despair and desire to push off from the shore, and a way of remaining
alive instead. Thus, Shelley's death voyage at the end of Adonais
remains a trope, and Shelley knows it; it is sheer rhetoric, and shot
through with such trenchant contradictions that any assertion of selfdestruction is undermined. Wherever Keats is, Shelley is not (and I
would maintain that Shelley is profoundly skeptical about his fellow
poet's posthumous location); that saving fact is ultimately as inspiring
as it is tormenting for the surviving poet. Instead of dying, by writing Adonais, Shelley-as a poet-re-emerges again into life, however
"darkly"and "fearfully";he is "born" againjust like a violet blooming in a cemetery in spring, rather than being "borne" by Keats's
breath into extinction.54
The figure of Keats becomes the focus ofShelley's deepest conflicts
over the problem of poetic influence. More than dismissive or mildly
interested in Keats and his poems, Shelley's attitude towards his fellow poet should be viewed as a preoccupation that borders on obsession. Shelley clearly admires, criticizes, envies, and fears this poet
"who excel[s] me in genius," and is "a rival who will far surpassme"
(Letters, n, 220, 240). He is consistently anxious about "where [Keats]

directs his motions," both physically and aesthetically, and his texts
reveal a nearly predatory fascination with (what he calls in a letter to
Joseph Severn) "the astonishing remnants of [Keats's]mind" (pp. 280,
366). Six months after writing Adonais, Shelley still ponders the fate
of Keats'swriting, and even seems to hunger for control over Keats's
"remnants" and poetic legacy. Intending to collect all of Keats'swriting and to write a critical study about his poems (which he never
completed), Shelley asks Severn in November 1821: "Has he left any
poems or writings of whatever kind, & in whose possession are
they?" (p. 366). As we have seen, this same nervous desire to possess
and contain his fellow poet colors Adonaisand virtually all of Shelley's
remarks about Keats. This fixation was never to subside in the brief
time remaining in Shelley's life: a copy of Keats's 182o volume was
found, fittingly enough, in Shelley's pocket when he drowned just
fifteen months after Keats's death, "doubled back, as if the reader, in
54. For an alternative view, see Rieger, who asserts what he terms "the unprovable speculation that
Shelley gave in to and thereby cheated what he conceived of as Wrath" (p. 225).
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the act of reading, had hastily thrust it away."55That Shelley frequently spoke of his elegy for Keats as being entwined with his own
fate, and that he saw some strange link between Keats, Keats'sdeath,
and his own textual and physical legacy, is chillingly illustrated by the
fact that Shelley's actual heart was later found in his wife's desk, "dried
to dust, and wrapped in a copy of Adonais."56
If (as Auden remarks)"poetry is the clear expression of mixed feelings," Adonais is surely an exemplary specimen of the genre. Deliberately constructed upon a rhetoric of ambivalence, it is a poem
filled to the brim with an "ore" that allows Shelley to resist making
stable, univocal assertions about complex subjects that torment him,
such as Keats and poetic influence. Shelley's fascinating relationship
with Keats as a person and poet sparksa peculiar drama of equivocation. As Shelley admits in the poem, his "own thoughts . . . /
Pursued, like raging hounds, their father and their prey,"and it is this
inner conflict that leads nearly every gesture in Adonais to be selfdivided (278-79). Like Actaeon ripped apart by his own hounds, the
poet is violently torn by the conflicted thoughts that he expresses in
Adonais. Shelley knows his great memorial poem is fueled by the
burning star of Keats'spoetry at the same time that it so artfully transforms that flame to marble. He knows it is a flower blossoming over
Keats'scorpse, and like a trenchant weed, like any poem, it only exists
and survives because it is able to grow from and to vanquish the poets
that it feeds upon.

ColumbiaUniversity

55. This remark was made by EdwardJohn Trelawny, Recollectionsof the Last Days of Shelley and Byron
(London: Milford, 1906).
56. Wolfson mentions this "ghoulishly literal application" of the elegy to Shelley himself (37), which
is discussed in Newman Ivey White's Shelley, II, 635.n.

